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Cedarville, Ohio
Class  of   2019
The 123rd Annual
C O M M E N C E M E N T
C e d a r v i l l e  U n i v e r s i t y
of
You keep him in perfect peace
whose mind is stayed on you,
because he trusts in you.
Isaiah 26:3 ESV
Dear Class of 2019,
One thousand days. For our undergraduates, four years ago, we met together at 
Getting Started Weekend, and there we outlined what your approximately 1,000 
days at Cedarville would be made up of. We celebrated the start of a new, exciting 
chapter in your life. And now, among your family, friends, faculty, and staff, we’re 
celebrating once again. This time we celebrate your achievement of becoming a 
college graduate. For our graduate students, we celebrate your completion of an 
important next step in furthering your career and impact for Jesus Christ.
Think about all of your classes. All of your conversations you’ve had with 
professors who love you and care greatly for your future. All those late nights in 
the dorm with the friends you’ve made at Brock, Printy, and The Hill, to name a 
few. Many, many meals at Chuck’s — maybe some at Stinger’s too. And, of course, 
around five hundred times of gathering together in chapel, singing, hearing God’s 
Word preached, and seeing firsthand how that Word has changed so many lives. 
While here, you made friends for life, and some of you met that special someone 
whom you’re going to spend the rest of your life with. For others, it was here that 
you learned what you’re good at — what you enjoy, and are about to embark on 
an exciting vocation. And there are those in this room who by God’s grace, 
experienced the greatest joy of all — repenting of your sins and placing your trust 
in Christ Jesus for your salvation. 
We have experienced many significant milestones together within a relatively short 
period of time. Yet, as Christians, we don’t believe time is something to be trifled 
with, something to be wasted. “Make the best use of the time,” the Apostle Paul 
tells us. That’s what we’ve aimed to do while you’ve been here. We’ve sought to 
prepare you for your vocational calling. We’ve moved to inspire you to think 
deeply through our liberal arts core. We’ve built your experience around a 
community of fellow-believers, whom you’ve lived with, shared meals with, 
enjoyed Alt-Nights with, and gone to church with. 
Above it all, our highest goal with these past 1,000 days has been to set you on a 
trajectory to glorify God in all that you do. Ultimately, that’s all that matters. Our 
hope is that you’ve been steeped in the wisdom of God’s Word here, so that you 
can remain in it and proclaim it when you go out there — to the uttermost parts 
of the earth. 
For our graduate students, you have persevered through your coursework while 
maintaining full-time jobs, family responsibilities, and ministries within your 
church and community. We are proud of your diligence and are confident that 
your hard work will pay off vocationally as well as in Kingdom impact.
So graduates, my encouragement to you on this last day of your Cedarville 
experience is the verse that carried me through my first year here — “Only be 
strong and very courageous, being careful to do according to all the law that Moses 
my servant commanded you. Do not turn from it to the right hand or to the left, that 
you may have good success wherever you go. This Book of the Law shall not depart 
from your mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, so that you may be 
careful to do according to all that is written in it. For then you will make your way 
prosperous, and then you will have good success. Have I not commanded you? Be 
strong and courageous. Do not be frightened, and do not be dismayed, for the LORD 
your God is with you wherever you go” (Josh. 1:7–9).
Come back to see us and know that we will always be here for you, praying that 
you will stand with compassionate conviction for the Word of God and the 
Testimony of Jesus Christ.
In Christ Alone, 
Thomas White, Ph.D. 
President, Cedarville University
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RaeAnn C. Jent
The Centennial Library Scholarship 
in Library Science
Steven D. Hart
The Dr. Clifford W. Fawcett Business 
Faculty Senior Scholar Award
Timothy F. Parsons
The Music Contribution Award
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The Creation Research Award for 
Physics
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Honors Day Award Recipients
The following members of the class of 2019 received awards  
during the annual Honors Day Chapel.
The Academic Regalia
The colorful academic regalia dates from the first European 
universities in the Middle Ages. Academic costume has been in use 
in the United States since colonial times and is traditionally used for 
graduation convocations. The mortarboard is the standard cap. The 
tassel color, as established by an intercollegiate commission, 
indicates the subject field.
 arts, history, letters, languages ..................... white
 business, commerce ..................................... drab
 communication ........................................... silver gray
 criminal justice ............................................ navy blue
 education .................................................... light blue
 engineering ................................................. orange
 fine arts ....................................................... dark brown
 journalism ................................................... maroon
 music .......................................................... pink
 nursing ........................................................ apricot
 philosophy .................................................. royal blue
 physical education, allied health .................. sage green
 religion ........................................................ scarlet
 science, mathematics, psychology ................ golden yellow
 social work, political science,  
public administration ........................... citron
 doctor of arts ............................................... gold
 doctor of education ..................................... gold
 doctor of pharmacy ..................................... olive green
 doctor of philosophy ................................... gold
 doctor of theology ....................................... gold
The length of the hood and the width of the velvet indicate the level 
of the degree. The doctor’s hood is quite long, has two tails, and has 
five-inch-wide velvet. The master’s hood is shorter than the doctor’s 
and has three-inch-wide velvet. The bachelor’s hood is shorter yet and 
has two-inch-wide velvet. The color of the velvet indicates the field of 
study. Blue indicates a doctoral degree. Dark brown indicates a 
Master of Arts degree. White indicates a Bachelor of Arts or a Master 
of Arts degree. Scarlet indicates a Bachelor of Divinity degree or a 
Master of Divinity degree. Yellow indicates a Bachelor of Science 
degree. The colors in the lining of the hood are the university colors.
The gown’s traditional color is black. The distinguishing feature of 
the master’s gown is the tippet sleeve. The doctor’s gown has two 
distinguishing features. It is cut much fuller than the bachelor’s or the 
master’s gown and has velvet panels on the sleeves, around the neck, 
and down the front. These panels may be black or the color that 
symbolizes the subject field in which the degree was earned.
Some regalia represent academic awards that have been conferred 
from universities outside the United States, notably from Europe. 
Universities in Europe have not undergone the standardization in 
academic dress that was introduced in the United States. Each 
European university retains the right to design unique and distinctive 
regalia for its graduates. This results in a wide variety of hood and 
gown colors. The crest of the university may be woven into the hood 
or panels in the gown. Gowns are worn open, and formal attire is 
worn underneath the gown; women wear black skirts and white 
blouses, while men wear a formal suit or national costume.
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Janice L. Supplee, Ph.D., Dean of 
Graduate Studies
School of Pharmacy
Marc A. Sweeney, Pharm.D., Dean
Doctor of Pharmacy
Kofi Amoah
Akwasi Owusu Appiah
Godfred K. Atta Effa
James Okyere Baffoe
Morgan Rae Bailey
Colin James Behm
Micah Faith Bernard  **
Victoria Elizabeth Bumgardner
Hannah Michelle Chittenden
Belinda Osei Darkwah
Maame Serwaah Debrah-Pinamang
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David Jonathan Fisher
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Katherine Lee Perry
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Nicholas Andrew Rudy  **
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Abigail Lee Savino
Jacob Samuel Shaffer
Myriam Elizabeth Shaw Ojeda
Brandon Lee Spears
Caleb Stephen Tang
Caleb Henry Eli VanDyke
Jessica Annette Ward  *
In Sang Yang
Dominic Atta Yeboah
#   Also completing the Master of Business 
Administration
School of Education
Jeremy A. Ervin, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Education
Heather Saye Ganly Amundson
Brianne Melissa Barnes
Kelly Lynn Bender
Brittany Anne Bryant
Erica Marie Gillie
Michelle Reneé Gonzales
Shannon Elise Hallisy
Jennifer Lynn Kime
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Tara Michelle Lee
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Kimberly Dawn Schamberg
Katie Marie Thomas
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School of Nursing
Angelia M. Mickle, D.N.P., 
Dean
Master of Science in Nursing
Courtney Nicole Ashburn
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Hannah N. Eckberg
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Graduation with Distinction
Doctor of Pharmacy students graduating “with distinction” are wearing a gold stole.  Those 
graduating “with high distinction” are wearing a gold stole with blue trim.  A student who earns a 
grade point average of 3.90 or better is graduated “with distinction”; one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.95 or better is graduated “with high distinction.”
Honors Key
*  with distinction **  with high distinction
School of Biblical and 
Theological Studies
Jason K. Lee, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Divinity
Ryan Joseph Brown ## ††† ❖
Colton James Potter ## †
Timothy John Silver ## ††
Joel Morris Wasserstein
##   Also receiving the Bachelor of Arts degree 
with corresponding undergraduate Honors
Master of Ministry
Mary Kathryn Driskill
Crystal Mary Grace Johnson
Loren Michael Kuhn
Collin Daniel Mitchell
Aaron Jeffrey Perkins
Nathan Rolen Robinson
Brandon Michael Williams
School of Business 
Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Business Administration
Calvin Lee Anderson
Veronica Akosua Asomani-Amoah
Zachary David Burt
April Renee Chapman
Erin Nicole Dickman
Austin Matthew Dickson
Jason Andrew Holmes
Michael Robert Hubenthal
Laramie Jacob Huggins
Lauren Christine Jackson
Julianna Elisabeth Lowery
Sarah Elizabeth Miller
Jordan Richard Odachowski
Emily Grace Sadowski
Sylvester Dwumfour Sarpong
Undergraduate  
Programs
Pamela D. Johnson, Ph.D., Dean of 
Undergraduate Studies
Department of Art, 
Design, and Theatre
Aaron Huffman, M.F.A., Interim 
Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Nathaniel William Albrecht  ††
Paige Alynn Baker  †
Jennifer Alyssa Barber  †
Garett Anderson Beaudette
Zachary Ryan Bowen
Rachel Arméa Bragg  ††
Cory Lee Brookins  †
Kristin Jenna Calderone
Lindy Marie Carr  ††
Alyssa Ann Cody  †
Corynn Marjorie Concepción  ††
Michaela Joy Duncan
Miranda Leigh Dyson  †
Rory William Kiley Emrich
Emily Elizabeth Entner  †
Hannah Marie Ferris
Jacob Refael Fierer
Jared Alan Finley
Jared John Haas
Brian Caleb Hanson
Savannah Lynne Hart  †
Ranae Rose Haskins
Nathan Richard Hiser
Savannah Lee Hovingh  †
Emily Grace Hunnemeyer
Ye-Chan Jeoung  ††
Rebekah Elizabeth Jerschina  ††
Natalia Ruth Kirychuk  †
Shiin Lee
Braden Robert Leenerts
Michael Ray Leitch
Sarah Colleen Lewis  †
Benjamin Jarett Lúckhof
Vitaliy Petrovich Lukyanov  †
Cara Frances Brice Matheson
Sarah Colette Meisel
Katie Lynn Murray  †††
Morghan Rayne O'Neil  ††
Josiah Daniel Parsons  †
Tasha Simone Peterson  †
Andrew David Plunkett  †
Rachael Elizabeth Potts
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Graduate  
Programs
Janice L. Supplee, Ph.D., Dean of 
Graduate Studies
School of Pharmacy
Marc A. Sweeney, Pharm.D., Dean
Doctor of Pharmacy
Kofi Amoah
Akwasi Owusu Appiah
Godfred K. Atta Effa
James Okyere Baffoe
Morgan Rae Bailey
Colin James Behm
Micah Faith Bernard  **
Victoria Elizabeth Bumgardner
Hannah Michelle Chittenden
Belinda Osei Darkwah
Maame Serwaah Debrah-Pinamang
Kathrine Ann Distel
David Jonathan Fisher
Jasmine Gunti
Kale Dean Hanavan
Lia Gabrielle Hickinbotham
Matthew David Madden  #
Travis Dean Mentch
Casey Aaron Nelson
Aaron Joseph Oliver
Ankitkumar Pandav
Katherine Lee Perry
Vineeta Rao
Nicholas Andrew Rudy  **
Monica Magdy Saad
Abigail Lee Savino
Jacob Samuel Shaffer
Myriam Elizabeth Shaw Ojeda
Brandon Lee Spears
Caleb Stephen Tang
Caleb Henry Eli VanDyke
Jessica Annette Ward  *
In Sang Yang
Dominic Atta Yeboah
#   Also completing the Master of Business 
Administration
School of Education
Jeremy A. Ervin, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Education
Heather Saye Ganly Amundson
Brianne Melissa Barnes
Kelly Lynn Bender
Brittany Anne Bryant
Erica Marie Gillie
Michelle Reneé Gonzales
Shannon Elise Hallisy
Jennifer Lynn Kime
Jonathan Marc Lambeth
Tara Michelle Lee
Eunae Faith Moon
Abigail Hope Samples
Kimberly Dawn Schamberg
Katie Marie Thomas
Amy Grace Williams
Stephanie A. Wise
School of Nursing
Angelia M. Mickle, D.N.P., 
Dean
Master of Science in Nursing
Courtney Nicole Ashburn
Suzanne René Calcutt
Stephanie Ruth Cole
Marian Kimara Doukoure
Hannah N. Eckberg
Zachary James Hale
Nafisa Ibrahim
Cynthia Marie Jackson
Tracy Dean Kelley
Ayana Ashay Kleckner
Taulinah Elizabeth Carol Knox
Jessica Lynn Lozier
Caren Elise Michael
Jenna Kathleen Orme
Gary Gordon Osantowski
Erin Beth Philipsen
Angela Dawn Ream
Rhonda Marie Reed
Jamie R. Roos
Mary Elizabeth Shaw
Richard David Smith
Amber Lynn VandenBos
Monet Letitia Wade
Gretta Joy Weindorf
Graduation with Distinction
Doctor of Pharmacy students graduating “with distinction” are wearing a gold stole.  Those 
graduating “with high distinction” are wearing a gold stole with blue trim.  A student who earns a 
grade point average of 3.90 or better is graduated “with distinction”; one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.95 or better is graduated “with high distinction.”
Honors Key
*  with distinction **  with high distinction
School of Biblical and 
Theological Studies
Jason K. Lee, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Divinity
Ryan Joseph Brown ## ††† ❖
Colton James Potter ## †
Timothy John Silver ## ††
Joel Morris Wasserstein
##   Also receiving the Bachelor of Arts degree 
with corresponding undergraduate Honors
Master of Ministry
Mary Kathryn Driskill
Crystal Mary Grace Johnson
Loren Michael Kuhn
Collin Daniel Mitchell
Aaron Jeffrey Perkins
Nathan Rolen Robinson
Brandon Michael Williams
School of Business 
Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Business Administration
Calvin Lee Anderson
Veronica Akosua Asomani-Amoah
Zachary David Burt
April Renee Chapman
Erin Nicole Dickman
Austin Matthew Dickson
Jason Andrew Holmes
Michael Robert Hubenthal
Laramie Jacob Huggins
Lauren Christine Jackson
Julianna Elisabeth Lowery
Sarah Elizabeth Miller
Jordan Richard Odachowski
Emily Grace Sadowski
Sylvester Dwumfour Sarpong
Undergraduate  
Programs
Pamela D. Johnson, Ph.D., Dean of 
Undergraduate Studies
Department of Art, 
Design, and Theatre
Aaron Huffman, M.F.A., Interim 
Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Nathaniel William Albrecht  ††
Paige Alynn Baker  †
Jennifer Alyssa Barber  †
Garett Anderson Beaudette
Zachary Ryan Bowen
Rachel Arméa Bragg  ††
Cory Lee Brookins  †
Kristin Jenna Calderone
Lindy Marie Carr  ††
Alyssa Ann Cody  †
Corynn Marjorie Concepción  ††
Michaela Joy Duncan
Miranda Leigh Dyson  †
Rory William Kiley Emrich
Emily Elizabeth Entner  †
Hannah Marie Ferris
Jacob Refael Fierer
Jared Alan Finley
Jared John Haas
Brian Caleb Hanson
Savannah Lynne Hart  †
Ranae Rose Haskins
Nathan Richard Hiser
Savannah Lee Hovingh  †
Emily Grace Hunnemeyer
Ye-Chan Jeoung  ††
Rebekah Elizabeth Jerschina  ††
Natalia Ruth Kirychuk  †
Shiin Lee
Braden Robert Leenerts
Michael Ray Leitch
Sarah Colleen Lewis  †
Benjamin Jarett Lúckhof
Vitaliy Petrovich Lukyanov  †
Cara Frances Brice Matheson
Sarah Colette Meisel
Katie Lynn Murray  †††
Morghan Rayne O'Neil  ††
Josiah Daniel Parsons  †
Tasha Simone Peterson  †
Andrew David Plunkett  †
Rachael Elizabeth Potts
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Aria Joy Prichard  †
Kathleen Richardson
Drayton Jay Santavicca
Blake Hyma Scanlan
Emelia Jane Shaffer  †
Julia Lauren Shaffer
Hannah Marie Sitler  †
Jeremy Urban Smith  ††
Kaleigh Morgan Smith
Alexander Timothy Spangler  †
Rose Elena Thompson
Spencer James Urban
Lane Elizabeth Yoder  ††
Jennifer Sierra Yosinski
School of Biblical and 
Theological Studies
Jason K. Lee, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Zachary Robert Bindus  †
Phillip Lee Birt  †
Timothy Nicholas Cannata
Foster Blake Cannon
Michaela Lynn Carpenter  †††
Luke Christian Combs
Blake Joseph Cruise
Sarah Rebekah D'Attoma
Madelynn Olivia Doehnert
Arielle Kaitlin Feustel  †††
Alexis Leigh Ford  ††
Adam Christopher Gardner
Benjamin David Graber  †
Alexander Burton Hotz  †
Jonathan Kyle Inman  †
Christian Michael Klinker
Gavin Edward Lothian
Sean Godwin Masiakiewicz
Jacob Henry Norman
Braydon Timothy Pape  †††
Joshua David Ratliff  ††
Brea Danielle Reitter  †
Melody Melissa Rexrode †
Taylor Gregory Robinette
Jean-Luc Alan Schieferstein  †
Tyler Raymond Magic Sharp
Bailey Elizabeth Steffen  ††
Connor Gabriel Stephens
Alex Jonathan St. Onge
Megan Elise Supple  †
Kevin Donald Symonette  †††
Lindsey Morgan Taylor
Daniel Robert Tedone  †
Raymond Michael Tiell  †
Caleb Justin Veach
Allyson Taylor Wagner
Erica Natasha Ware  †
Lindsey Elise Yarrington  †
One-Year Bible Certificate
Kelsey Joy Seals
School of Business 
Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Jacob Carl Adams
Jacob Charles Adams
Eli David Albright  †
Timothy Daniel Anderson
Jared Ryan Andre  †
Isaac Christopher Baab
Trey Austen Barnes  ††
Alyssa Jo Beals
Hunter Preston Block  ††
Tirane Lair Bowersock
Joshua Taylor Boxer
Derek Jeffrey Braak
Luke Wiseman Bricker
Thomas William Brittain
Emily Louise Broadwick
Jonathan David Burris
Cole Louis Butaud
Kayla Reneé Casaletto
Steven Chen  †
Gabriel Charles Chester  ††
Michael Alexander Conner  †
Noah Brian Cutting  †
Benjamin Timothy Davis
Jessica Lee Dodds
Carter Michael Ehms
Jason Douglas Elam, Jr.
Dean Christopher English
Troy Allen Ericson
Alan Joseph Ervin
Conrad Zane Esbenshade
Jessica Lynne Evans
Faith Victoria Ferris  †
Andrew Todd Foster
Joel Daniel Fullmer
Jonathan James Gaunt
Abigail Elizabeth Gray
Samuel Robert Harper
Isabelle Anna Harvey  ††
Aubrey Lanae Hauter  ††
Jacob Jeffrey Hedlund
Madison Elizabeth Hertel
Tyler Jonathan Hess
Jack V. Higgens
Regina K Hochstetler
Zachary Lee Horst
Logan Chandler Huck
Ryan Andrew Husband
Andrew John Hutton
Tyler David Jantzi
Samuel Colby Johnson  †
Ellie Jean Juengel
Clark Samuel Kelsey, Jr.
John Wayne Kindig
Michelle Marie Kropat
Robert Lyle Krupnek III
Wade Donald Kyser  †
Kyle Dean Laffin
Jaylyn Rose LaFlamme
Riley Asher Landrum
Georgia Faith Lewis  †
Nathan Eli Linville
Rafael Enrique LÓpez-Avelar
Aaron Daniel Lynn  ††
Jesse Robert Mangum  †
Nicholas Karl Martinez
Nathaniel Richard Mason  ††
Jason Tyler McClanahan II
Meghan Conaway McKell  †††
Joshua Hunter Montross
Joseph Michael Morlan
Andrew Philip Mrozek
Austin Nathaniel Myers
Markus Craighten Neff
Jesse Marvin Nickchen
Eli Kade Norden
Whitney Lynn O'Brien  ††
Robert Izuchukwu Okoro
Sara Elizabeth Passamonte  ††
Megan Elizabeth Peck  †
John Moses Piraino
Kelly Lynn Poole  ††
Gabriel David Portillo
Micah E. Pullins  ††
Ysaura Ramirez
Jacob Andrew Reynolds
Kaitlyn Mae Ring  †
Blake Andrew Robertson
Stephen Richard Samuelsen  †
Andrew William Schwind
Kwenton Jamal Scott
Joshua Barry Sheehan  ††
Jessica Christine Sohn  ††
Hannah Marie Songer  ††
Kyle William Spencer  ††
Kanyapak Sririntrachai  †††
Gunnar Dudley Stinson
Jennifer Anne Tyson  ††
Zachary Alexander Von Eiff
Cynthia Gale Weir
Katelyn Rose Whalen  ††
Brian Joseph Wolverton  †††
Matthew LaPrelle Ysais  ††
Grant Alexander Zawadzki
Bachelor of Science
Taylor Kathleen Adams
Steven Douglas Hart  †††
William Bradley Tomlinson  †††
Department of 
Communication
Derrick L. Green, M.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Zacharias William Alvarez
Samuel Curtis Anderson
Alexis Grace Baird  †
Jesse Neumann Berkstresser  †
Caroline Joy Clauson  †††
Clara Dawn Costello  †††
Megan Mackenzie Cvammen
Keegan Walter D'Alfonso  ††
Colin Michael Dellaperute
Tiffany Lynee Denen  †
Thomas Welsh Donaldson
Hannah Joy Dunlap
James Leroy Gilcher IV
Morgan Elizabeth Gruet  †
Alan Philip Hardee  ††
Mariah Grace Hines
RaeAnn Christine Jent  †††
Theodore Callahan Jones
Harrison Leighton Lamb  †
Laura Christine Mihelc  †
Kelly Ann Murphy
Riley Evan Ochs
Isaac Dean Pettit
Andriana Laura Mae Polsdorfer
Nathan McDonald Robertson  †
Mariah Paige Shull  †
Suzanna Marie Slack
Jared Nathan Smith
Sarah Kathleen Staufer  †††
Haili Jean VanDerEems
David Kendal Ward
Allison Elizabeth White
Jonathan Allen Whittaker
Kristen Elizabeth Wilmot
Joshua Dean Woolverton  †
Sabrina Hyunjin Xuereb
Hannah Nicole Yount
School of Education
Jeremy A. Ervin, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Rebecca Kathleen Amacher  †††
Abbey Elise Andrews  †††
Morgan Brooke Arbogast  †
Amanda Lorena Barahona Maurer  †
Benjamin David Bowden
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Aria Joy Prichard  †
Kathleen Richardson
Drayton Jay Santavicca
Blake Hyma Scanlan
Emelia Jane Shaffer  †
Julia Lauren Shaffer
Hannah Marie Sitler  †
Jeremy Urban Smith  ††
Kaleigh Morgan Smith
Alexander Timothy Spangler  †
Rose Elena Thompson
Spencer James Urban
Lane Elizabeth Yoder  ††
Jennifer Sierra Yosinski
School of Biblical and 
Theological Studies
Jason K. Lee, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Zachary Robert Bindus  †
Phillip Lee Birt  †
Timothy Nicholas Cannata
Foster Blake Cannon
Michaela Lynn Carpenter  †††
Luke Christian Combs
Blake Joseph Cruise
Sarah Rebekah D'Attoma
Madelynn Olivia Doehnert
Arielle Kaitlin Feustel  †††
Alexis Leigh Ford  ††
Adam Christopher Gardner
Benjamin David Graber  †
Alexander Burton Hotz  †
Jonathan Kyle Inman  †
Christian Michael Klinker
Gavin Edward Lothian
Sean Godwin Masiakiewicz
Jacob Henry Norman
Braydon Timothy Pape  †††
Joshua David Ratliff  ††
Brea Danielle Reitter  †
Melody Melissa Rexrode †
Taylor Gregory Robinette
Jean-Luc Alan Schieferstein  †
Tyler Raymond Magic Sharp
Bailey Elizabeth Steffen  ††
Connor Gabriel Stephens
Alex Jonathan St. Onge
Megan Elise Supple  †
Kevin Donald Symonette  †††
Lindsey Morgan Taylor
Daniel Robert Tedone  †
Raymond Michael Tiell  †
Caleb Justin Veach
Allyson Taylor Wagner
Erica Natasha Ware  †
Lindsey Elise Yarrington  †
One-Year Bible Certificate
Kelsey Joy Seals
School of Business 
Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Jacob Carl Adams
Jacob Charles Adams
Eli David Albright  †
Timothy Daniel Anderson
Jared Ryan Andre  †
Isaac Christopher Baab
Trey Austen Barnes  ††
Alyssa Jo Beals
Hunter Preston Block  ††
Tirane Lair Bowersock
Joshua Taylor Boxer
Derek Jeffrey Braak
Luke Wiseman Bricker
Thomas William Brittain
Emily Louise Broadwick
Jonathan David Burris
Cole Louis Butaud
Kayla Reneé Casaletto
Steven Chen  †
Gabriel Charles Chester  ††
Michael Alexander Conner  †
Noah Brian Cutting  †
Benjamin Timothy Davis
Jessica Lee Dodds
Carter Michael Ehms
Jason Douglas Elam, Jr.
Dean Christopher English
Troy Allen Ericson
Alan Joseph Ervin
Conrad Zane Esbenshade
Jessica Lynne Evans
Faith Victoria Ferris  †
Andrew Todd Foster
Joel Daniel Fullmer
Jonathan James Gaunt
Abigail Elizabeth Gray
Samuel Robert Harper
Isabelle Anna Harvey  ††
Aubrey Lanae Hauter  ††
Jacob Jeffrey Hedlund
Madison Elizabeth Hertel
Tyler Jonathan Hess
Jack V. Higgens
Regina K Hochstetler
Zachary Lee Horst
Logan Chandler Huck
Ryan Andrew Husband
Andrew John Hutton
Tyler David Jantzi
Samuel Colby Johnson  †
Ellie Jean Juengel
Clark Samuel Kelsey, Jr.
John Wayne Kindig
Michelle Marie Kropat
Robert Lyle Krupnek III
Wade Donald Kyser  †
Kyle Dean Laffin
Jaylyn Rose LaFlamme
Riley Asher Landrum
Georgia Faith Lewis  †
Nathan Eli Linville
Rafael Enrique LÓpez-Avelar
Aaron Daniel Lynn  ††
Jesse Robert Mangum  †
Nicholas Karl Martinez
Nathaniel Richard Mason  ††
Jason Tyler McClanahan II
Meghan Conaway McKell  †††
Joshua Hunter Montross
Joseph Michael Morlan
Andrew Philip Mrozek
Austin Nathaniel Myers
Markus Craighten Neff
Jesse Marvin Nickchen
Eli Kade Norden
Whitney Lynn O'Brien  ††
Robert Izuchukwu Okoro
Sara Elizabeth Passamonte  ††
Megan Elizabeth Peck  †
John Moses Piraino
Kelly Lynn Poole  ††
Gabriel David Portillo
Micah E. Pullins  ††
Ysaura Ramirez
Jacob Andrew Reynolds
Kaitlyn Mae Ring  †
Blake Andrew Robertson
Stephen Richard Samuelsen  †
Andrew William Schwind
Kwenton Jamal Scott
Joshua Barry Sheehan  ††
Jessica Christine Sohn  ††
Hannah Marie Songer  ††
Kyle William Spencer  ††
Kanyapak Sririntrachai  †††
Gunnar Dudley Stinson
Jennifer Anne Tyson  ††
Zachary Alexander Von Eiff
Cynthia Gale Weir
Katelyn Rose Whalen  ††
Brian Joseph Wolverton  †††
Matthew LaPrelle Ysais  ††
Grant Alexander Zawadzki
Bachelor of Science
Taylor Kathleen Adams
Steven Douglas Hart  †††
William Bradley Tomlinson  †††
Department of 
Communication
Derrick L. Green, M.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Zacharias William Alvarez
Samuel Curtis Anderson
Alexis Grace Baird  †
Jesse Neumann Berkstresser  †
Caroline Joy Clauson  †††
Clara Dawn Costello  †††
Megan Mackenzie Cvammen
Keegan Walter D'Alfonso  ††
Colin Michael Dellaperute
Tiffany Lynee Denen  †
Thomas Welsh Donaldson
Hannah Joy Dunlap
James Leroy Gilcher IV
Morgan Elizabeth Gruet  †
Alan Philip Hardee  ††
Mariah Grace Hines
RaeAnn Christine Jent  †††
Theodore Callahan Jones
Harrison Leighton Lamb  †
Laura Christine Mihelc  †
Kelly Ann Murphy
Riley Evan Ochs
Isaac Dean Pettit
Andriana Laura Mae Polsdorfer
Nathan McDonald Robertson  †
Mariah Paige Shull  †
Suzanna Marie Slack
Jared Nathan Smith
Sarah Kathleen Staufer  †††
Haili Jean VanDerEems
David Kendal Ward
Allison Elizabeth White
Jonathan Allen Whittaker
Kristen Elizabeth Wilmot
Joshua Dean Woolverton  †
Sabrina Hyunjin Xuereb
Hannah Nicole Yount
School of Education
Jeremy A. Ervin, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Rebecca Kathleen Amacher  †††
Abbey Elise Andrews  †††
Morgan Brooke Arbogast  †
Amanda Lorena Barahona Maurer  †
Benjamin David Bowden
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Sarah Wyndham Burgoon  †
Olivia Jane Cole  †
Whitney Grace Donaldson  †
Danielle Ashley Dykema  †
Susanna Faith Edwards  ††
Christopher William Eldred  †
Jordan Blake Farley
Grace Bennett Flint  †
Pius Xavier Halder
Ashley Michelle Harrison  †
Emily Sue Jones
Syndiana Kim  †
Katelyn Joelle Kime  ††
Alisha Ann Macnamara  ††
Sarah Michelle Moore  †††
Gabrielle Lynn Olson
Nicole Anne Peters  †††
Melanie Grace Poindexter  ††
Jocelyn Renee Quirple  †††
Samantha Lynn Rogers  †
Sarah Katherine Shamburger
Elizabeth Grace Sizer  †
Hannah Marie Smiley  †
Robert Adam Middleton Squier
Meagan Ruth Sweeney  †
Haley Morgan Whicker
Taylor Rebecca Wilkerson  †
Rebekah Lauren Williams  †
Johnna Rachelle Willis  ††
Jenah Rae Ziegenfus  ††† ❖
School of Engineering 
and Computer Science
Robert Chasnov, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Science
Caleb Lee Baker  ††
Nathanael James Barlow  †
Loren Caleb Baum
Aaron Timothy Cannon  ††
Lindsey Rebekah Carroll  †††
Vance Royal Ehrlich
Brennon Christopher Gee
Nathan Elliott Harris  †
Nathan Scott Herr  ††
Bertrand Louis LaChance  †††
Jonathan Winfield Larson
Dylan Michael Mangold
Malachi Armstrong Marshall
James Aaron Osborne  †
Benjamin Leighton Ratkey
Justin Ray Stallard
Jonathan Austin Taylor  †††
Jeremy William Tiberg
Faith Marie Trautmann  †
Bachelor of Science in Computer 
Engineering
Alex Michael Crouch  †
Kirby Elizabeth Darst
Matthew James Entner  ††
Ethan Joshua Gatchell  †
Ryan Scott Gordon
Spencer Thomas Graffunder
Michael Ellis Hayes
Nathan Thomas Jessurun  †††
Jared Thomas Kick
Luke Lee Lambert  †
Ailin Leong
Shai Raphael Renne  †††
Caleb Paul Snyder
Nathaniel Graham Stahlnecker
Alec David Weinhold  ††
Bachelor of Science in Electrical 
Engineering
Jachin Alexander Cline
Mason Ryan Cox
Bailey Allen Craner
Samuel Dean Ellicott  †††
Shannon Michelle Gebauer
Conner Jack Hughes  ††
Isaac John Jones  †
Taylor Renee Jones
Joshua Christopher Little
Thaddeus Christopher McClain  ††
John Vincent Morimizu  †
Jacob Edwin Perry
Gabriel Michael Sallstrom  †
Jonathan Scott Trainer
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering
Austin Joseph Ballentine
Christopher Patrick Brawley  †
Joshua Allen Close  ††
Hayden Michael Cook
Kenneth John Coppens V
Michaela Mae Crouch  ††
Austin Gray Davidson
Jonathan Austin DuBois
Tristan James Galyon
Chase Matthew Gruet
Auston Jacob Henninger  †
Victoria Ann Holmes
Joshua Alan Horne
Wyatt Ronald Johnson  †
Devan Marshal Kienitz
Jared Isaac Klimek  †††
Samuel Harry Lee Kunzeman
Isaac Scott La Croix
Austin James Land
Richard Andrew Mathias, Jr.
Kelsey Jo McCabe
Tad Michael McKanna
Abraham John Melnick
Alan Robert Meyer
Kyle Bruce Nawyn
Adam Dean Corrado Nesmith  †
Timothy Evan O'Donnell
Kaileb Joshua O'Neil
Bryan Bennett Perschbacher
Brent Michael Petersen
Cameron Bryce Pitstick
David Luther Pitts  †
Sean Thomas Reilly
Mitchell Todd Ryan
Jonathan Donald Scouten  †
Charles Napoleon Searl V
Jeremy Quinlan Sheckler  ††
Travis Ray Sheehan
James Cameron Smith  †
Kirsten Victoria Sommers
Hunter Alan Stevens
Bennett Robert Stouffer
Jonathan David Thong  ††
Tyler John VanDerMolen
Etienne Viaud-Murat  †
Aaron Thomas Waller
Joshua Truman Wells
Isaac Joseph Wheeler
Caleb Talbot Williams
Gregory West Williams
Tineka Marie Witt
Stephen Everett Wormald  ††
Matthew Ryan Ziamba
Department of English, 
Literature, and Modern 
Languages
Melissa S. Faulkner, Ph.D.,Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Angela Michelle Bobé  †††
Natalie Grace Coiro  ††
Katelyn Renee Fisher  ††
Rachel Grace Fletcher  †
Clara Grace Hendrickson  †††
Peter Michael Kennell  ††† ❖
Tesla Antoinnette Klinger
Marlana Elaine Madonna
Brianna Cecilia Martinez  ††
Marcella Brianna Moorman  ††
Abigail Leesa Mouring  †††
Megan Kristine Peterson
Kellyn Elizabeth Post  †††
Karis Elizabeth Ryan
Carrie Lauren Smith  †
Lydia Joy Snell  †
Abigail Carla Wisser
Department of History 
and Government
Mark Caleb Smith, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Asa Thomas Adkins
André James Baumann
Stephen Mark Berrill
Brittney Anne Brown  †
Catherine Michelle Clemons  †
Kristen Loren Cochran  ††
John Thomas Costello  †
Mae Elisabeth Dewhurst  ††
Kevin Elijah Fair  †
Nickolas William Gerwig
Rachael Leah Graber
Scott Harrison Grimes
Levi Amos Gross
Justin Richard Haldeman
Ryan Joseph Hennigan  †
Taylor Jordan Herr  †
Cameron Bradley Holcomb  †
Zachary Tyler Johnson
Evan Boyce Lanning  †
Lewis Edward Larsen
Benjamin William Liggett  ††
Robert Dean Lightbody
Justin Parker Lough  ††† ❖
Addison Merrill Love
Benjamin Thomas Posecznick  ††
Alyson Jennie Punzi  ††
Jacob Titus Sanders
Shelly Amanda Steinert  ††
Marcus Harmon Waterman  †††
Michael Wayne Wilt  †††
Department of 
Kinesiology and Allied 
Health
Evan V. Hellwig, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Erin Rebecca Ackerson  †
James Layton Barton
Baylee Fern Bennett  †
Rachel Kimberly Furman Brandenburg
Kelsey Marie Caldwell  †††
Sean David Carlson  ††
Lindsey Brooke Ford
Christiana Marie Jackson
Ashtyn Joy Kaptein  ††
Sydney Elizabeth Martin
Alyssa Mae Nusser
Garrett Andrew Rife
Zachary James Williams  †
Abigail Elaine Wolford  †
Allie McKay Wright  ††
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Sarah Wyndham Burgoon  †
Olivia Jane Cole  †
Whitney Grace Donaldson  †
Danielle Ashley Dykema  †
Susanna Faith Edwards  ††
Christopher William Eldred  †
Jordan Blake Farley
Grace Bennett Flint  †
Pius Xavier Halder
Ashley Michelle Harrison  †
Emily Sue Jones
Syndiana Kim  †
Katelyn Joelle Kime  ††
Alisha Ann Macnamara  ††
Sarah Michelle Moore  †††
Gabrielle Lynn Olson
Nicole Anne Peters  †††
Melanie Grace Poindexter  ††
Jocelyn Renee Quirple  †††
Samantha Lynn Rogers  †
Sarah Katherine Shamburger
Elizabeth Grace Sizer  †
Hannah Marie Smiley  †
Robert Adam Middleton Squier
Meagan Ruth Sweeney  †
Haley Morgan Whicker
Taylor Rebecca Wilkerson  †
Rebekah Lauren Williams  †
Johnna Rachelle Willis  ††
Jenah Rae Ziegenfus  ††† ❖
School of Engineering 
and Computer Science
Robert Chasnov, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Science
Caleb Lee Baker  ††
Nathanael James Barlow  †
Loren Caleb Baum
Aaron Timothy Cannon  ††
Lindsey Rebekah Carroll  †††
Vance Royal Ehrlich
Brennon Christopher Gee
Nathan Elliott Harris  †
Nathan Scott Herr  ††
Bertrand Louis LaChance  †††
Jonathan Winfield Larson
Dylan Michael Mangold
Malachi Armstrong Marshall
James Aaron Osborne  †
Benjamin Leighton Ratkey
Justin Ray Stallard
Jonathan Austin Taylor  †††
Jeremy William Tiberg
Faith Marie Trautmann  †
Bachelor of Science in Computer 
Engineering
Alex Michael Crouch  †
Kirby Elizabeth Darst
Matthew James Entner  ††
Ethan Joshua Gatchell  †
Ryan Scott Gordon
Spencer Thomas Graffunder
Michael Ellis Hayes
Nathan Thomas Jessurun  †††
Jared Thomas Kick
Luke Lee Lambert  †
Ailin Leong
Shai Raphael Renne  †††
Caleb Paul Snyder
Nathaniel Graham Stahlnecker
Alec David Weinhold  ††
Bachelor of Science in Electrical 
Engineering
Jachin Alexander Cline
Mason Ryan Cox
Bailey Allen Craner
Samuel Dean Ellicott  †††
Shannon Michelle Gebauer
Conner Jack Hughes  ††
Isaac John Jones  †
Taylor Renee Jones
Joshua Christopher Little
Thaddeus Christopher McClain  ††
John Vincent Morimizu  †
Jacob Edwin Perry
Gabriel Michael Sallstrom  †
Jonathan Scott Trainer
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering
Austin Joseph Ballentine
Christopher Patrick Brawley  †
Joshua Allen Close  ††
Hayden Michael Cook
Kenneth John Coppens V
Michaela Mae Crouch  ††
Austin Gray Davidson
Jonathan Austin DuBois
Tristan James Galyon
Chase Matthew Gruet
Auston Jacob Henninger  †
Victoria Ann Holmes
Joshua Alan Horne
Wyatt Ronald Johnson  †
Devan Marshal Kienitz
Jared Isaac Klimek  †††
Samuel Harry Lee Kunzeman
Isaac Scott La Croix
Austin James Land
Richard Andrew Mathias, Jr.
Kelsey Jo McCabe
Tad Michael McKanna
Abraham John Melnick
Alan Robert Meyer
Kyle Bruce Nawyn
Adam Dean Corrado Nesmith  †
Timothy Evan O'Donnell
Kaileb Joshua O'Neil
Bryan Bennett Perschbacher
Brent Michael Petersen
Cameron Bryce Pitstick
David Luther Pitts  †
Sean Thomas Reilly
Mitchell Todd Ryan
Jonathan Donald Scouten  †
Charles Napoleon Searl V
Jeremy Quinlan Sheckler  ††
Travis Ray Sheehan
James Cameron Smith  †
Kirsten Victoria Sommers
Hunter Alan Stevens
Bennett Robert Stouffer
Jonathan David Thong  ††
Tyler John VanDerMolen
Etienne Viaud-Murat  †
Aaron Thomas Waller
Joshua Truman Wells
Isaac Joseph Wheeler
Caleb Talbot Williams
Gregory West Williams
Tineka Marie Witt
Stephen Everett Wormald  ††
Matthew Ryan Ziamba
Department of English, 
Literature, and Modern 
Languages
Melissa S. Faulkner, Ph.D.,Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Angela Michelle Bobé  †††
Natalie Grace Coiro  ††
Katelyn Renee Fisher  ††
Rachel Grace Fletcher  †
Clara Grace Hendrickson  †††
Peter Michael Kennell  ††† ❖
Tesla Antoinnette Klinger
Marlana Elaine Madonna
Brianna Cecilia Martinez  ††
Marcella Brianna Moorman  ††
Abigail Leesa Mouring  †††
Megan Kristine Peterson
Kellyn Elizabeth Post  †††
Karis Elizabeth Ryan
Carrie Lauren Smith  †
Lydia Joy Snell  †
Abigail Carla Wisser
Department of History 
and Government
Mark Caleb Smith, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Asa Thomas Adkins
André James Baumann
Stephen Mark Berrill
Brittney Anne Brown  †
Catherine Michelle Clemons  †
Kristen Loren Cochran  ††
John Thomas Costello  †
Mae Elisabeth Dewhurst  ††
Kevin Elijah Fair  †
Nickolas William Gerwig
Rachael Leah Graber
Scott Harrison Grimes
Levi Amos Gross
Justin Richard Haldeman
Ryan Joseph Hennigan  †
Taylor Jordan Herr  †
Cameron Bradley Holcomb  †
Zachary Tyler Johnson
Evan Boyce Lanning  †
Lewis Edward Larsen
Benjamin William Liggett  ††
Robert Dean Lightbody
Justin Parker Lough  ††† ❖
Addison Merrill Love
Benjamin Thomas Posecznick  ††
Alyson Jennie Punzi  ††
Jacob Titus Sanders
Shelly Amanda Steinert  ††
Marcus Harmon Waterman  †††
Michael Wayne Wilt  †††
Department of 
Kinesiology and Allied 
Health
Evan V. Hellwig, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Erin Rebecca Ackerson  †
James Layton Barton
Baylee Fern Bennett  †
Rachel Kimberly Furman Brandenburg
Kelsey Marie Caldwell  †††
Sean David Carlson  ††
Lindsey Brooke Ford
Christiana Marie Jackson
Ashtyn Joy Kaptein  ††
Sydney Elizabeth Martin
Alyssa Mae Nusser
Garrett Andrew Rife
Zachary James Williams  †
Abigail Elaine Wolford  †
Allie McKay Wright  ††
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Lauryn Bethany Telando  †
Kelly Elizabeth Tomic  †
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Marcus Elliot Van Wyck  †
Ashleigh Elizabeth Veltman
Heidi Marie Vizino
Hayden Franklin Vroegop
Nidia Belissa Waite  †
Virginia Carole Walker
Rachel Elaine Wenzinger
Gabrielle Eliana Wheeler  †††
Hannah Elizabeth Whicker  ††
Kelsey Leigh Williamson  †
School of Pharmacy
Marc A. Sweeney, Pharm.D., Dean
Bachelor of Science in  
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Benjamin Jamie Adam  †††
Erin Nicole Ashley  ††
Rachel Marie Balentine  †
Andrew Rollin Ballentine
Christina Elaine Capo  ††
Samantha Michelle Gross
Caleb Andrew Hoover  †††
John Charles Nybo  ††
Daniel Robert Parschauer  †
Hannah Louise Peters
Katelyn Sue Pruim  ††
Abigail Patience Ruminski
Joel Lawrence Sweeney  †
Mason Alexander Thomas  †
Rachael Sue Tollerton  †
Samantha Desirae Treinish  †††
Christian Alexander Vaflor
Taylor Nicole Waggoner  †
Abby Renee Woodard
Department of 
Psychology
Luke M. Tse, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Isabelle Catherine Bendorf
Kelsey Gail Green
Joy Rene Hanson  †††
Lanissa Renee Hayes  ††
Hannah Noel Holbrook
Michaela Elizabeth Holloway  †††
Kaela Beth Indyk  †
Theresa Marie Jones  ††
Hannah Joy Klabunde  ††
Samantha Baylee Kohli  ††† ❖
Charles Naima Learned
Megan Elizabeth Orr
Taylor Elizabeth Pace
Karina Michelle Palmer
Michelle Louise Paulding
Megan Marie Quick  †
Rachel Elizabeth Ramsey
Lily Ann Russell  ††
Karolyn Rose Sabo  ††
Madison Hayleigh Schick
Matthew William Shinkle  ††
Alexis Denyse Smith  †††
Alyssa Michelle Spansel
Jessica Rachelle Tanner  †
Nicholas Michael Tremitiedi  †
Department of Science 
and Mathematics
Mark McClain, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Courtney Paige Eppard
Leah Linda Fisher  †
Marisa Ann George  ††
Lane Cooper Hluch  †
Bachelor of Science
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Malia Kay Burkholder  †
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Ryan Thomas Smith  †††
Abigail Rose Snyder  †
Logan Marshall Stringfield  †
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Brooke Erin Terracino  ††
RaeAnna Hope Thomas
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Rebecca Marie Warnshuis
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and Worship
Beth C. Porter, M.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
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Daniel Pace Wilson  †
Bachelor of Music
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Jordan Daniel Fredericks  †
Timothy Frank Parsons  †
Brianna Rose Patricca  †
James Hamilton Ryan  ††
Bachelor of Music Education
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Phoebe Renee Schoeneweis  †
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Miranda Lauren Holbrook  †
Luke Abram Ingles
Kaleb Andrew Irey
Kirstyn Paige Kelley
William Sterling King
Margaret Nancy Kling
Caleb Ritter Lingenfelter
Anna Noel Simmler  ††
Bachelor of Science
Emily Grace Akins
Stony Taylor Akins
Alexander Xavier Angus
Rebekah Michelle Bayle
Mollie Marie Behm
Brian James Billman  ††
Jessica Lynn Blankenship
Campbell Frederick Bortel  †
Nicholas William Bradley  †
Matthew Norris Brumbaugh
Samuel Luc Charpentier
Bryce Hunter Childers
Abigail Martin Cline
Gabrielle Renee Drummer  ††
Cayla Christine Eckley  ††
Victoria Anne Gahman  ††
Megan Nicole Hanley  †
Rebekah Noel Haught  †††
Stephanie Joy Hermann  †††
Bailey Leah Hixon  †††
Kyle Jesse Hooper  ††† ❖
Daniel Wilbur Jaquish  ††
Finny Jonadab Johns  †
Benjamin Allen Johnson  ††
CaShawna Nicole Kennedy
Emily Anne Klein
Zachary Justin Krauss  †
Adrian Ga Locke Ly
Emily Lauren Lykkegaard
Jonathan Chad McDugle  †
Ross Neil Melchior  †
Gregg William Mendel  †††
Kathryn Grace Meyer  ††
Sorrel Linnea Paris  ††
Kayla Ann Parry  †††
Jamie Sue Potts  ††
Tyler James Reid
Daniel Timothy Ringenoldus
Curtis Robert Scott
Rylan Michael Setness  †††
Lauren Elise Setzkorn  ††† ❖
Marie Elizabeth Sidle
Jacob Paul Tanner
Joseph Meriden Vroegop  ††
Rosemary Elene Wells  ††
Emma Marie Wessels  †
Joseph Alan Zavodney  †
Department of Social 
Work
Michael E. Sherr, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Science
Anne Grace Aston  †
Sidney Spottswood Beckman  ††
Hannah Jayne Boardman
Megan Elizabeth Crawford
Emily Irene DeCeglie  †
Abigail Moriah DeWitt  ††
Victoria Carlene Ederer  ††
Lily Danae Hellwig  †
Madison Marie Hille  †
Nicole Lynne Hunt  †
Hannah Page Lankford  ††
Kylee Devin Metzger  †
Kristen Elise Mills
Krystal Renay Null
Molly Margaret-Rose Paisley  †
Caroline Elizabeth Phillips  †
Rachel Diana Price
Shruthi Ramachandran  †
Lindsey Michelle Silver  ††
Alexis Christine Simpson  †
Abigail Rose Snow  ††
Elaina Joy Southwell  †††
Lacie Suzanne Tomson  ††
Kelsie Faith Utz  †††
Creslyn Joyce Van Dyck  †
Michelle Lynn Van Strien
Leah Mae Vance  ††
Kimberlyn Kay Wideman  ††
Interdisciplinary Studies
Bachelor of Arts
Gina Louise Dyson
Justus Robert Johnson
Honors Program
Caleb Lee Baker
Ryan Joseph Brown
Samuel Luc Charpentier
Caroline Joy Clauson
Keegan Walter D’Alfonso
Gabrielle Renee Drummer
Christopher William Eldred
Nathan Elliott Harris
Rebekah Noel Haught
Samantha Baylee Kohli
Zachary Justin Krauss
Meghan Conaway McKell
Kathryn Grace Meyer
Sarah Michelle Moore
Marcella Brianna Moorman
Adam Dean Corrado Nesmith
Sorrel Linnea Paris
Shai Raphael Renne
Daniel Timothy Ringenoldus
Jacob Titus Sanders
Rylan Michael Setness
Alexis Denyse Smith
Kristina Marie Smith
Kirsten Victoria Sommers
Amanda Nadine Staufer
Joel Lawrence Sweeney
Jeremy William Tiberg
Rachael Sue Tollerton
Rosemary Elene Wells
Engineering Honors 
Program
Jared Isaac Klimek
Adam Dean Corrado Nesmith
David Luther Pitts
Shai Raphael Renne
U.S. Air Force ROTC
Jason Douglas Elam, Jr.
Matthew James Entner
Rachael Leah Graber
Daniel Wilbur Jaquish
Jacob Edwin Perry
Jonathan Scott Trainer
U.S. Army ROTC
Eli David Albright
André James Baumann
Steven Chen
John Thomas Costello
Scott Harrison Grimes
Samuel Colby Johnson
Addison Merrill Love
Nathaniel Richard Mason
Joshua Barry Sheehan
Travis Ray Sheehan
Mariah Paige Shull
Matthew LaPrelle Ysais
Graduation With Honors
Students graduating with academic honors are wearing a gold cord. A student who earns a 
grade point average of 3.50 or better is graduated “with honor”; one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.75 or better is graduated “with high honor”; and one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.90 or better is graduated “with highest honor.” A student must be in residence at 
least two full years (60 semester hours) in order to qualify for honors.
Honors Key
† with honor †† with high honor ††† with highest honor
The following members of the class of 2019 completed these special programs.
Faculty Scholarship Trophy
❖     Awarded to the student with the highest grade point average in the graduating class
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The University Seal
Adopted in 1894, the seal reflects the commitment of 
the first Board of Trustees to the cause of Christ. 
Prominently displayed on the seal are the words 
“PRO CORONA ET FOEDERE CHRISTI,” 
translated “For the Crown and the Covenant of 
Christ,” as well as a crown to signify His preeminence. 
The trustees desired to emphasize that Christ was the 
One for whom Cedarville College existed.
The board of the Baptist Bible Institute, after taking 
over the operation of Cedarville in 1953, retained the 
original seal of the college, acknowledging that the 
desire of Cedarville’s founders was theirs as well. They 
then surrounded the seal with the motto of the Baptist 
Bible Institute, “For the Word of God and the 
Testimony of Jesus Christ,” to visually remind those 
who observed the seal of the common commitment 
by both institutions to Jesus Christ.
The seal was updated in 2000 when Cedarville 
College became Cedarville University.
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